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users in windows 8.1 will get a warning, that the activation failed and it
will ask them to install a driver. this is an auto-update feature, but you
will get this warning, if you don't install the driver. to avoid automatic
updates, you need to get a kms host up and running first. kms hosts do
not come by default on windows computers. you will need to configure
at least one windows computer as a kms host. you can use kms hosts
with any of the windows operating system versions. if you are a public
customer, you can contact microsoft for a kms host. the activation code
comes in several sizes, to fit any wallet situation, but let's say that you
want to enter codes in two small creditcards. after you select the kms
certificate type, click the auto button and a small message pops up: you
can get this overview with the build in windows update manager. use the
activation tab to see all of the activations, which are activated and which
ones are not. you can also check the current version and current version
candidate fields. to overcome the major problem, that the activation
can't be done online, one must set up a kms host. this is not so much a
hardware requirement, as it is a software requirement. it's a good idea
to get a kms host ready for at least a couple of weeks or months, before
you activate office. if you are a public customer, you can contact
microsoft to get an kms host. there are companies and other solutions
available as well. after registration of your microsoft account or windows
live id, you get redirected to the beginning page of the self service for
mobile activaion process. as it is illustrated on the page
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/store/dn606145 . the wording used is
confusing. microsoft states that the license information is saved on the
microsoft server. but in this case i mean the activation id. it is not saved
to any database. you have to enter the activation id from a device.
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having activated office365, in the first place i figured, that i would only
need to activate the office programs again. but in reality, office tasks,

such as: show appointments in calendar or share presets in powerpoint
cannot be operated in the online service center. they are not functioning

as expected, due to the fact, that they are designed for an offline
installation. thanks for the notes and the feedback. it is important that

you comment your findings, so the rest of us can understand your
experience. i will take your recommendations into account in the process

of writing this article. how do i turn on the sign in access token?
microsoft activation website it's impossible for us to simulate the

behavior in your environment. it will depend on your software and the
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security setup you choose. instead we may suggest a different
workaround. if your environment is protected by a firewall it might be

possible to isolate the device on which you access office 365. this would
protect against the following scenarios: if you're having problems using

the activation portal and are signed in, you'll need to sign out for the
portal to load. if you're unable to sign in due to a security issue, you can
safely refresh your browser to load the page. you'll be redirected to the
microsoft download center after successful device activation. before you
receive your activation code, you can check the code on any compatible
device through the online activation portal. if you can access the online
activation portal, you have successfully activated your device, and you'll

receive a microsoft activation code for your product in the next 24
hours. if you don't have a windows phone, windows tablet, or a windows
pc with the previously defined product key, select continue and continue

through the registration process to create a microsoft account. to
activate windows phone 8, select continue. 5ec8ef588b
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